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Abstract
Image harmonization has been significantly advanced with large-scale harmonization

dataset. However, the current way to build dataset is still labor-intensive, which adversely
affects the extendability of dataset. To address this problem, we propose to construct
rendered harmonization dataset with fewer human efforts to augment the existing real-
world dataset. To leverage both real-world images and rendered images, we propose a
cross-domain harmonization network to bridge the domain gap between two domains.
Moreover, we also employ well-designed style classifiers and losses to facilitate cross-
domain knowledge transfer. Extensive experiments demonstrate the potential of using
rendered images for image harmonization and the effectiveness of our proposed network.

1 Introduction
Image composition [33] combines foreground from one image and background from another
image into one composite image. However, due to the appearance discrepancy caused by
different capture conditions (e.g. weather, season, time of the day) of foreground and back-
ground, the quality of composite image might be greatly degraded. Image harmonization
aims to diminish the discrepancy by adjusting the appearance of the composite foreground
according to the background. Recently, many deep learning based harmonization methods
[4, 7, 15, 17, 28, 38, 45] have achieved promising results.

Deep learning based methods require a large-scale training set that contains pairs of com-
posite images and corresponding harmonized results. However, it is nontrivial and infeasible
to collect abundant training pairs by manually harmonizing composite images. So inversely,
[45] and [4] take real images as the ground-truth and adjust foreground appearance to gen-
erate synthetic pairs of composite images and ground-truth images. Though the above data
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Figure 1: Take “human” as an example novel category. Left sub-figure: illustration of train-
ing and test images from base categories and novel categories. Right sub-figure: image pairs
from rendered image domain and real image domain. Images in orange (resp., green) are
from rendered (resp., real) image domain. The foregrounds are outlined in red.

acquisition is feasible in implementation, it still requires manual labor for foreground seg-
mentation and unqualified composite image filtering [4], which hinders the extendibility of
harmonization dataset. For example, the foreground category of test composite images may
be out of the scope of training set and we observe that cross-category harmonization suf-
fers from a performance drop (see Section 5.2). However, extending the dataset to include
novel foreground categories requires heavy human efforts. In the remainder of this paper,
the category of a composite image means the category of its foreground to be harmonized.

In this work, we propose to construct image harmonization dataset using 3D rendering
techniques, which can escape from heavy manual efforts and supplement existing real-world
harmonization dataset. Specifically, we utilize 3D rendering software Unity3D to generate
rendered 2D scenes, and we leverage its plugin UniStorm to generate a group of images
with different capture conditions for each 2D scene. Since it is effortless to obtain accurate
foreground masks in Unity3D, we could exchange the foregrounds within images from the
same 2D scene, then obtain abundant pairs of composite rendered images and ground-truth
rendered images.

Suppose that a real-world (“real” for short) harmonization dataset has real images from
base categories, we can enrich this dataset using rendered images from novel categories.
Then, as in Figure 1, the image harmonization model could be trained on the combination
of rendered images and real images, and tested on real images from both base and novel
categories. This is a practical setting when our goal is enhancing the performance on novel
categories which are out of the scope of real dataset.

In this work, we contribute a Rendered Image Harmonization dataset RdHarmony, which
totally contains 6 categories (“human", “bottle”, “cake”, “motorcycle”, “cow”, and “couch”).
In the main paper, we mainly take “human” as an example novel category because human
harmonization is rather challenging and of paramount interest for many applications (e.g.,
augmented reality [42, 49]). The experiments using the other five categories as novel cate-
gories are left to the Supplementary.

However, models trained on rendered images (source domain) would suffer from a per-
formance drop when applied to real images (target domain) (see Section 5.2), owning to
considerably different data distributions between two domains, which is typically known as
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domain gap [44, 52]. Hence, we propose a novel Cross-domain harmonization Network
named CharmNet to align two domains when training with a combination of real images
and rendered images. Our CharmNet has three stages. The domain-specific encoding stage
projects data from both domains to the same shared domain, where the projected features
of two domains are further aligned with an adversarial loss. Then, the domain-invariant
encoding-decoding stage encourages information sharing between real and rendered images.
The domain-specific decoding stage projects the domain-invariant features back to different
domains by enforcing the features to reconstruct the ground-truth images in each domain.

Moreover, by naming different capture conditions as different “styles”, we can easily
obtain the style labels of rendered images using UniStorm. Therefore, we can explicitly
exploit such information to facilitate cross-domain knowledge transfer. We assume that the
input features before the second stage are inharmonious and the output features after the sec-
ond stage are harmonious, so that the harmonization process is shared across two domains
and more useful information can be transferred from rendered image domain to real image
domain. For rendered images, their style labels before and after harmonization are readily
available, which could be used to supervise style classification. For real images, their style
labels before and after harmonization are unknown, but we assume that the style distribu-
tion should become more concentrated after harmonization because the foreground style is
adapted to the background style. Hence, we propose a novel Style Aggregation (SA) loss to
enforce the style distribution to be more concentrated after harmonization. To verify the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed network, we conduct comprehensive experiments on real dataset
iHarmony4 and our contributed rendered dataset.

Our contributions are summarized as follows: 1) We investigate on the cross-domain
and cross-category issues in image harmonization; 2) We have contributed and released the
first large-scale rendered image harmonization dataset RdHarmony; 3) We propose the first
cross-domain image harmonization network CharmNet with novel network architecture and
style aggregation loss; 4) Extensive experiments on real and rendered datasets demonstrate
the potential of using rendered images for image harmonization.

2 Related Works

2.1 Image Harmonization

Image harmonization has drawn increasing attention in the field of computer vision. Early
works [21, 25, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 43, 50] mainly focused on manipulating the low-level
image statistics, such as matching color distributions [36, 37], applying gradient-domain
compositing [21, 35, 43], and mapping multi-scale statistics [41]. Recently, deep learning
based methods [4, 5, 14, 22, 45] spring up rapidly. [38, 45] both leveraged auxiliary se-
mantic features. [4] released the first large-scale image harmonization dataset iHarmony4
and introduced a domain verification discriminator pulling close the foreground domain and
background domain. [7, 17] explored various attention mechanisms. [14, 15] harmonized
composite images by harmonizing reflectance and illumination separately. [28] proposed to
explicitly formulates background style and adaptively applied it to the foreground, which is
extended in [16] by extracting the local background style relevant to the foreground. [6] pro-
posed to combine pixel-to-pixel transformation and color-to-color transformation in a unified
framework. Different from existing methods only using real images, we are the first to use
both real images and rendered images to train a cross-domain image harmonization model.
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2.2 Domain Adaptation

Domain adaptation strives to reduce the distribution mismatch and make the model trained on
source domain generalize well to target domain. In our task, real images and rendered images
are treated as two domains. Domain adaptation has been studied widely in classification [12,
13, 32], detection [1, 2, 19, 24], segmentation [12, 47, 52, 55], person re-identification [8,
9, 48], and pose estimation [40, 53]. In the above applications, the label/output spaces (e.g.,
class label, segmentation mask) are the same between two domains. However, in image
harmonization, the input and output spaces are the same in each domain but different across
domains. Therefore, previous domain adaptation methods cannot be directly applied to our
task. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address such a challenging task in the
realm of domain adaptation.

Another possible domain adaptation approach is to translate images from the source
domain to the target domain using Image-to-Image (I2I) translation methods [3, 18, 20, 23,
26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 34, 54], so that the translated images can be used for any downstream
tasks. Nevertheless, during experiments, we observe that I2I translation methods have poor
performance when translating rendered images to real images because they severely distort
the illumination statistics. Therefore, I2I translation methods are ill-suited for our task.

3 Dataset Construction

We construct a rendered image harmonization dataset RdHarmony that contains rendered
images with foregrounds of “human” category and other 5 object categories, i.e., “bottle”,
“cake”, “motorcycle”, “cow”, and “couch”.

The whole process can be divided into two steps. The first step is ground-truth rendered
image generation. We place various 3D characters of each novel category in different 3D
scenes using Unity3D, and vary the camera viewpoints to generate 2D scenes. Meanwhile,
we utilize UniStorm to control the weather and time. Note that UniStorm is a weather system
plugin for Unity3D, which can simulate real-world natural phenomena by setting multiple
attributes (e.g., light intensity, illumination color). With UniStorm, each 2D scene could
produce a group of images with different capture conditions (i.e., weather, time), which are
referred to as different styles. In this work, we focus on natural lighting conditions be-
cause most images in iHarmony4 [4] are captured in natural lighting conditions. We select 3
representative weathers (Clear, Partly Cloudy, Cloudy) from UniStorm with pre-defined val-
ues. And we split time-of-the-day into 4 distinct phases (sunrise&sunset, noon, night, other-
times) by sampling every 5 minutes from 5:00 am to 21:00 pm. Based on the combinations
of weather and time-of-the-day, we define 10 representative styles, including the night style
as well as styles of Clear/Partly Cloudy/Cloudy weather at sunrise&sunset/noon/other-times.
Note that each style is not a discrete style, but covers a range of illumination intensity and
direction.

The second step is composite rendered image generation. For each 2D scene, we treat
one 3D character as foreground and obtain the foreground mask effortlessly using Unity3D.
By exchanging the foregrounds of ground-truth rendered images in the same 2D scene with
each other, we can produce composite rendered images with mixed styles. We define the
style label of the ground-truth rendered image as a 10-dim one-hot vector. Inspired by [51],
we define a soft style label for the composite rendered image, which mixes the foreground
and background style labels according to the foreground and background area ratio.
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Figure 2: The network architecture of CharmNet, which contains two three-stage generators,
a domain discriminator D, and two style classifiers Pin and Pout . The data flow of real (resp.,
rendered) images is marked with green (resp., orange) lines.

For “human” category, we generate 15,000 ground-truth rendered images with 1,500
different 2D scenes, and produce 135,000 rendered training pairs. For each object category
(“bottle”, “cake”, “motorcycle”, “cow”, and “couch”), we create 9,000 rendered training
pairs. Totally, our RdHarmony has 180,000 pairs of composite rendered images and ground-
truth rendered images. More details about RdHarmony are left to the Supplementary.

4 Our Method
In this work, we focus on training an image harmonization network using a combination of
rendered image pairs and real image pairs. In the training stage, we have access to rendered
(rd) image pairs {Ĩrd ,Ird} from novel categories and real (rl) image pairs {Ĩrl ,Irl} from base
categories, where Ĩrd (resp., Ĩrl) denotes the composite rendered (resp., real) image and Ird

(resp., Irl) denotes the corresponding ground-truth rendered (resp., real) image. We also
have access to the binary foreground mask M, which is not distinguished between domains.
Given a composite rendered (resp., real) image Ĩrd (resp., Ĩrl) and mask M, the goal of image
harmonization is to reconstruct Ird (resp., Irl) with the harmonized rendered (resp., real)
image Îrd (resp., Îrl). In the testing stage, we aim to harmonize composite real images from
both base and novel categories.

4.1 Cross-domain Harmonization Network

As stated in Section 2.2, after harmonization, the composite rendered (resp., real) image is
converted to harmonized rendered (resp., real) image. They share neither input space nor
output space, so we design a three-stage network for cross-domain harmonization, includ-
ing a domain-specific encoding stage, a domain-invariant encoding-decoding stage, and a
domain-specific decoding stage.

The pipeline of our network is shown in Figure 2. The generator G adopts the improved
backbone iDIH proposed in [38], where an image blending layer is added to the UNet-like
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architecture. Since both input space and output space are different across two domains, we
split the first (resp., last) 4 layers in the encoder (resp., decoder) into Erd (resp., Drd) and Erl

(resp., Drl), where Erd (resp., Erl) and Drd (resp., Drl) are the domain-specific encoder and
decoder for the rendered (resp., real) image domain.

After the domain-specific encoding stage, we assume that images from different domains
are projected into the same feature space. Inspired by [10, 11], we employ a domain discrim-
inator D with adversarial loss [46] to further align two domains, which is given by

LD = E[max(0,1−D(frl
in))]+E[max(0,1+D(frd

in ))], Lrd
G =−E[D(frd

in )], (1)

where frd
in (resp., frl

in) denotes the feature extracted by the domain-specific encoder Erd (resp.,
Erl) in the rendered (resp., real) image domain. By playing a minimax game, the discrimi-
nator D encourages the encoders Erd and Erl to project rendered and real images to the same
feature space.

Then, through the domain-invariant encoder-decoder, the knowledge of harmonization
is transferred from rendered image domain to real image domain. Finally, the third stage
projects the domain-invariant features back to the input domain, by enforcing the harmonized
output to approach the ground-truth image in each domain:

Lrd
rec = ‖Îrd− Ird‖1, Lrl

rec = ‖Îrl− Irl‖1. (2)

4.2 Style Classifiers and Style Aggregation Loss
When a composite rendered image passes through our three-stage network, we assume that
the input feature before the second stage is inharmonious with mixed styles, while the output
feature after the second stage is harmonious with a unified style. With this assumption,
the main harmonization process is accomplished in the second stage, so that more useful
knowledge can be transferred from rendered images to real images. Therefore, we employ
two auxiliary style classifiers positioned before and after the second stage.

Because rendered images are associated with ground-truth style labels, we adopt standard
cross-entropy classification losses for the inharmonious input feature frd

in and harmonious
output feature frd

out , which is given by

Lrd
in =−

K

∑
k=1

ỹrd
k logPin

k

(
frd
in

)
, Lrd

out =−
K

∑
k=1

yrd
k logPout

k

(
frd
out

)
, (3)

where K is the number of styles (K = 10 as mentioned in Section 3). ỹrd
k (resp., yrd

k ) is the
k-th entry of style label vector for the composite (resp., ground-truth) rendered image Ĩrd

(resp., Ird). The style label vectors of rendered images have been introduced in Section 3.
Pin (resp., Pout ) is the style classifier before (resp., after) the second stage. Pin

k (·) or Pout
k (·)

is the k-th entry of predicted style distribution.
For real images without ground-truth style labels, standard classification loss cannot be

used. Since the foreground style should be harmonized to the same as background style
during harmonization, we design a novel style aggregation (SA) loss composed of two loss
terms based on the following two assumptions. Firstly, frl

out is likely to have one style only if
frl
in has this style. Thus, we adopt the weighted classification loss:

Lrl
W =−

K

∑
k=1

Pin
k

(
frl
in

)
logPout

k

(
frl
out

)
. (4)
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Intuitively, if Pin
k

(
frl
in
)

is small, Pout
k

(
frl
out

)
would also be penalized. Because rendered images

and real images are projected to the same feature space after the first stage, Pin and Pout are
shared across two domains.

Secondly, the style distribution of frl
out should be more concentrated than that of frl

in. Since
entropy depends on concentration and lower entropy implies higher concentration, we pro-
pose an entropy reduction loss to guarantee that the style distribution becomes more concen-
trated after harmonization:

Lrl
ER = max(0,m+

K

∑
k=1

Pin
k

(
frl
in

)
logPin

k

(
frl
in

)
−

K

∑
k=1

Pout
k

(
frl
out

)
logPout

k

(
frl
out

)
), (5)

where m is a margin. We wrap up the above two loss terms as a style aggregation loss
Lrl

SA = Lrl
W +Lrl

ER. Therefore, the total loss function for training the generators is

LG = Lrd
rec +Lrl

rec +λadvLrd
G +λ

rd
sty(Lrd

in +Lrd
out)+λ

rl
styLrl

SA, (6)

where λadv, λ rd
sty, and λ rl

sty are trade-off parameters. More implementation details can be found
in the Supplementary.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset
Rendered Image Dataset RdHarmony contains 180,000 pairs of composite rendered im-
ages and ground-truth rendered images. Note that we sample 65,000 pairs with “human”
foregrounds from maximal 135,000 pairs to train the harmonization network, aiming to re-
duce data redundancy and improve training efficiency.
Real Image Dataset iHarmony4 [4] contains 73,146 pairs of composite real images and
ground-truth real images. In the main experiments, we treat “human” as an example novel
category and other categories as base categories. The training set is split into novel training
set (18,718 pairs) from “human” category and base training set (47,024 pairs) from other
categories. Similarly, the test set is split into novel test set (1670 pairs) and base test set (5734
pairs). Experiments of the other 5 object categories could be found in the Supplementary.

Formally, we denote the rendered training set from novel category as Drd
tr,n and the real

training set from base (resp., novel) categories as Drl
tr,b (resp., Drl

tr,n). We denote real test set
from base (resp., novel) categories as Drl

te,b (resp., Drl
te,n). By default, we merge Drd

tr,n and
Drl

tr,b as the whole training set, and evaluate on both Drl
te,b and Drl

te,n (see Figure 1).

5.2 Preliminary Results
We evaluate the performance of cross-category harmonization and cross-domain harmoniza-
tion. We train iDIH on Drl

tr,n, Drl
tr,b and Drd

tr,n separately and test on Drl
te,n. As the size of

Drl
tr,n is N = 18718, we sample N training images from Drl

tr,b (i.e., Drl
tr,b(sub)) and Drd

tr,n (i.e.,
Drd

tr,n(sub)) for fair comparison. From Table 1, we observe that although cross-category har-
monization could harmonize the composite images (column 3 v.s. column 1), its performance
is much worse than within-category harmonization (column 3 v.s. column 2). We also ob-
served that cross-domain harmonization hurts the performance badly, which demonstrates
the large domain gap between rendered images and real images (column 4 v.s. column 2).
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# 1 2 3 4
Training data - Drl

tr,n Drl
tr,b(sub) Drd

tr,n(sub)
fMSE↓ 931.74 386.36 486.54 1100.86
PSNR↑ 33.29 35.71 34.64 31.25

Table 1: Results of models trained on Drl
tr,n, Drl

tr,b(sub), and Drd
tr,n(sub) and tested on Drl

te,n.
“-” denotes the metrics directly tested on the composite real images.

# Training data Method Drl
te,n Drl

te,b
MSE↓ fMSE↓ PSNR↑ MSE↓ fMSE↓ PSNR↑

1 - Input Composite 155.74 931.74 33.29 177.34 1505.92 31.15
2

Drl
tr,b

DoveNet [4] 69.06 458.15 35.01 65.87 674.57 33.94
3 Hao et al. [17] 52.42 407.26 35.43 58.21 582.79 34.54
4 iDIH [38] 46.67 417.71 35.21 53.03 566.96 34.77
5 RainNet [28] 58.40 525.36 34.97 59.54 701.07 34.44
6 Guo et al. [15] 49.92 416.21 35.58 52.31 577.16 35.01
7

Drd
tr,n & Drl

tr,b

two-stage training 43.06 383.39 35.67 49.56 533.10 34.98
8 dataset fusion 38.31 368.50 35.64 44.15 485.94 35.27
9 UNIT [29] 55.09 458.72 34.74 56.21 607.14 34.38
10 CycleGAN [54] 51.82 474.78 34.64 56.30 592.33 34.52
11 CUT [34] 48.59 427.25 35.14 52.81 572.53 34.72
12 CharmNet 30.83 296.40 36.60 39.41 432.19 35.83
13 Drl

tr,n & Drl
tr,b iDIH [38] 27.71 259.17 37.12 36.17 422.98 36.04

Table 2: Results of models trained on various training data and tested on Drl
te,n/Drl

te,b. “-
” denotes metrics directly tested on composite real images. Note that row 13 using real
training images Drl

tr,n from novel category serves as the upper bound.

In summary, without real training images from novel category Drl
tr,n, solely using Drl

tr,b

or using Drd
tr,n will both lead to sub-optimal performance, which motivates us to train with a

combination of Drl
tr,b and Drd

tr,n.

5.3 Main Results
As shown in Table 2, we divide baselines into two groups according to their used training
data. The first group contains recent image harmonization baselines (row 2 to row 6) [4, 15,
17, 28, 38] that are trained with only Drl

tr,b. Among them, iDIH [38] achieves competitive
performance. Although the recent method [6] achieves better performance, we opt for iDIH
due to its simple network architecture. Thus, the rest of baselines (row 7 to row 12) and
our method are all built upon iDIH. The second group contains domain adaptation models
trained with both Drd

tr,n and Drl
tr,b. Since there are no existing domain adaptation methods that

could be directly applied to our task, we evaluate two straightforward methods, i.e., two-stage
training and dataset fusion, as well as Image-to-Image (I2I) translation methods [29, 34, 54]
for comparison. Specifically, two-stage training means training with Drd

tr,n and fine-tuning
with Drl

tr,b. Dataset fusion means directly training with a mixture of Drd
tr,n and Drl

tr,b. For I2I
translation methods, we train UNIT [29], CycleGAN [54] , and CUT [34] to translate from
rendered image domain Drd

tr,n to real image domain Drl
tr,b. Then, we use translated Drd

tr,n to
augment Drl

tr,b as the new training set.
The results of the second baseline group are also reported in Table 2. Two-stage training

only brings minor performance gain (row 7 v.s. row 4), probably because the statistics of
real image domain are only considered during the second stage. The dataset fusion method
improves the performance by a large margin (row 8 v.s. row 4), which indicates that RdHar-
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Figure 3: Example results generated by different baselines and our method on Drl
te,n. From

left to right, we show the input composite real image, ground-truth real image, as well as
the harmonized images generated by iDIH (row 4 in Table 2), CUT, dataset fusion, and our
CharmNet. The foregrounds are outlined in red.

mony, though a rendered image dataset, is complementary to real image dataset by providing
essential information of novel category. Besides, the performances of UNIT, CycleGAN, and
CUT are significantly degraded and even worse than iDIH (row 4), due to the low quality
of translated images and the severely distorted illumination statistics. Our CharmNet out-
performs all the baselines within the second group by a large margin. Apart from novel
category, our method also significantly enhances the performance on base categories, which
indicates that cross-domain cross-category knowledge transfer is also very useful.

In addition, we report the result of iDIH trained with both Drl
tr,n and Drl

tr,b (row 13). This
model serves as an upper bound for domain adaptation methods, assuming that there are
abundant real training images from novel category. Despite the performance gap between
row 12 and row 13, our method has shown great potential to bridge the gap between real
images and rendered images. Since extending rendered image dataset costs significantly
fewer manual efforts than extending real image dataset, we firmly believe that using both
rendered images and real images for image harmonization is a promising research direction.

5.4 Qualitative Analyses

Given a composite real image from Drl
te,n, the harmonized outputs generated by iDIH [38]

(row 4 in Table 2), CUT [34], dataset fusion, and our CharmNet are shown in Figure 3.
Compared with other baselines, CharmNet could generate more favorable results with con-
sistent foreground and background. Besides, CharmNet concentrates more on adjusting the
foreground style to the background style without corrupting the appearance of human fore-
ground, making the harmonized results visually closer to the ground-truth real images. In
the Supplementary, we additionally provide example results on Drl

te,b and compare the har-
monization results of our method and upper bound (row 13 in Table 2).
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5.5 Ablation Studies

We perform ablation studies to support the design of our CharmNet. First, we ablate the
adversarial loss and style-related losses in Eqn. 6. The results demonstrate that each term
is helpful and their combination achieves further improvement with mutual collaboration.
Since the main challenge in our problem is to bridge the huge domain gap between rendered
images and real images, so the adversarial loss contributes most to the performance gain. The
two loss terms in style aggregation (SA) loss work together to meet our expectation, which
leads to further improvement. Next, we analyze the network design in terms of the number of
unshared layers in the domain-specific encoding stage and domain-specific decoding stage
(see Section 4.1), which shows that it is necessary to use a suitable number of unshared
layers. The detailed results are left to the Supplementary.

5.6 Training Data Analyses

We first explore how the diversity of RdHarmony dataset influences the harmonization per-
formance by varying the number of 3D scenes and styles. Then with all 3D scenes and 10
styles, we explore the performance variance when using different numbers of rendered train-
ing images. We also explore the performance when using the whole Drd

tr,n and partial real
training images from novel category. In other words, we can jointly use rendered images
and real images for the novel category. Specifically, we can use rendered training images
to augment the real training images of novel category, leading to consistently better perfor-
mance. When real training images are insufficient, the performance gain brought by rendered
training images is more notable. The detailed results are also left to the Supplementary.

5.7 Evaluation on Real Composite Images

In real-world applications, there is no ground-truth for a real-world composite image with
human foregrounds, so it is infeasible to evaluate the model performance quantitatively. Fol-
lowing [4, 45], we select 46 images with human foregrounds from the real-world composite
images [45] and conduct user study. Detailed results are left to the Supplementary.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have contributed a large-scale rendered image harmonization dataset Rd-
Harmony, which simulates the process of capturing the same scene under different illumina-
tion conditions based on 3D rendering techniques. We have also presented a cross-domain
image harmonization network CharmNet to bridge the gap between rendered images and real
images. Our constructed dataset and proposed network have made a big step towards jointly
using rendered images and real images for image harmonization.
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